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 A young architect in search of the ideal job, looking for an almost easy to get job, meets the actor who plays Pilar. Inspired by
his feelings of adventure in order to find the path of his life, Pilar decides to set out on a long tour of the world and becomes a
companion of the architect H. Plot Pilar Ibarra is a journalist, who just got a huge responsibility with the sudden death of her

boss. To her surprise, she finds a letter containing a last request: to look for his lover, H, who is a famous actor and had a
suicide. At the same time, the job of Pilar is getting more and more complicated because of a big corporation, which does not
want to accept any news article without approval. Cast Mario Casas as H Clara Lago as Pilar Ibarra María Valverde as Cruz

César Repullés as Mil. Paraíso José Luis Agüero as Dra. Casillas César Morán as Sr. Mendoza Gloria Millán as Manuela Ivan
Luengas as Iván Yamid Amat as Salvador Orlando Tardio as Chistófago Jaime Aparicio as Alberto, the photographer Mónica
Scott as Celia Alejandro Aragón as Jiménez Enrique Rivero as Tato Celia Cid as Marta Raúl Arévalo as Don Maestro DVD
release On July 3, 2010, a DVD of the movie was released. The movie is distributed by Island and retitled as Pórtico al Sol.

References External links Category:Spanish films Category:2010 films Category:Spanish-language films Category:2010s drama
films Category:Films about journalistsQ: SSH - Login and run commands over SSH I am having a really hard time figuring this
out. I've been using SSH for the past several years but this is my first time using it in the context of a script to automate a bunch
of stuff. Here's what I'm trying to do: ssh -l tom user@remotehost -t 'bash script.sh' What I'm trying to do is login to remotehost,

run a script, then get logged out and move on. I was hoping this 82157476af
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